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Abstract.
The first aim of this study is to define soft sequential
compact metric spaces and to investigate some important theorems on
soft sequential compact metric space. Second is to introduce ε̃−net and
totally bounded soft metric space and study properties of this space. Third
is to define Lebesque number for soft sets and soft uniformly continuous
mapping and investigate some theorems in detail.
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1. Introduction

T

he soft set theory,initiated by Molodtsov [10] in 1999, is one of the branches
of mathematics, which aims to describe phenomena and concepts of an ambiguous,
vague, undefined and imprecise meaning. Soft set theory is applicable where there
is no clearly defined mathematical model. After Molodtsov’s work, many papers
concerning soft sets have been published [1, 3, 6, 8, 9].
M. Shabir and M. Naz [13] presented the notion of soft topology on a soft set and
proved basic properties concerning soft topological spaces. Later, many researches
about soft topological spaces were studied in [2, 7, 14, 19].
Soft mapping space and soft uniform space were studied in [11, 12]. Zahedi et
al. studied fuzzy soft product topology and fuzzy soft boundary in [17, 18]. Xie
introduced soft point and gave the relationship between soft points and soft sets in
[15]. Since soft sets are defined by mappings we can not handle them like an ordinary
set. In this point of view, defining a soft point rely both on the structure of the soft
set and the mapping. This fact give rise to different opportunities for defining a soft
point.
There exists several different approaches for introducing a soft point for a soft
set. Das and Samanta introduced the concept of soft element by using a function.
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Then by using soft element they introduced soft real number in [4]. In the studies
[2, 5] the soft point is defined by setting some conditions on parameters. Also Xie
in [15] introduced the concept of soft point in a different approach. Naturally, the
different approaches on the concept of soft point makes this issue controversial. In
this study, we use the concept of soft point that is defined in [2, 5] just because of
better understanding the nature of this concept of soft point and we progress on
using this concept.
Recently Das and Samanta introduced a different notion of soft metric space by
using a different concept of soft point and investigated some basic properties of these
spaces in [4, 5].
The purpose of this paper is to make contribution for investigating on soft metric
spaces and we focus on soft compact sets in soft metric spaces and explore the
differences and similarities between the point set topology and soft topology. In the
present paper, firstly we define soft sequential compact metric spaces and totally
bounded soft metric spaces. Further,we investigate some important theorems on
these spaces. We introduced the Lebesque number for a soft open cover in soft metric
spaces. Secondly, we show that soft compact metric space and soft sequential metric
space are equivalent structures. Finally, we introduced soft uniformly continuous
mapping and show that every continuous mapping in a soft sequential compact
metric space is a soft uniformly continuous mapping.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some basic notions in soft set theory. Throughout this
paper, X refers to an initial universe, E is the set of all parameters for X.
Definition 2.1 ([10]). A pair (F, E) is called a soft set over X, where F is a mapping
given by F : E → P (X). In other words, a soft set over X is a parameterized family
of subsets of the universe X.
Definition 2.2 ([9]). A soft set (F, E) over X is said to be a null soft set denoted
by Φ, if for all e ∈ E, F (e) = ∅. A soft set (F, E) over X is said to be an absolute
soft set denoted by X̃ , if for all e ∈ E, F (e) = X.
Definition 2.3 ([9]). For two soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) over X, (F, A) is called a
soft subset of (G, B), if
(i) A ⊆ B, and
(ii) ∀e ∈ A, F (e) ⊆ G(e) are identical approximations.
˜
This relationship is denoted by (F, A)⊂(G,
B). Similarly, (F, A) is said to be
a soft subset of (G, B), if (G, B) is a soft superset of (F, A). This relationship is
˜
denoted by (F, A)⊃(G,
B).
Definition 2.4 ([9]). The intersection of two soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) over a
common universe X is the soft set (H, C), where C = A ∩ B and H(e) = F (e) ∩ G(e)
˜ (G, B) = (H, C).
for all e ∈ C. This is denoted by (F, A)∩
332
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Definition 2.5 ([9]). The union of two soft
soft set, where C = A ∪ B and for all e ∈ C,

F (e)

G(e)
H(e) =

F (e) ∪ G(e)

sets (F, A) and (G, B) over X is the
, if e ∈ A − B
, if e ∈ B − A
, if e ∈ A ∩ B

˜ (G, B) = (H, C).
This relationship is denoted by (F, A)∪
Definition 2.6 ([9]). The complement of a soft set (F, E) is denoted by (F, E)c
and is defined by (F, E)c = (F c , E), where F c : E → P (X) is a mapping given by
F c (e) = X − F (e) for all e ∈ E.
Definition 2.7 ([4]). Let R be the set of all real numbers, B(R) be the collection
of all non-empty bounded subsets of R and E be taken as a set of parameters. Then
a mapping F : E → B(R) is called a soft real set. If specifically a soft real set is a
singleton soft set, then it will be called a soft real number and denoted r̃, s̃, t̃ etc.
0̄, 1̄ are the soft real numbers where 0̄(e) = 0, 1̄(e) = 1 for all e ∈ E respectively.
Definition 2.8 ([4]). Let r̃, s̃ be two soft real numbers, then the following statement
are hold:
˜ if r̃(e)≤s̃(e), for all e ∈ E,
(i) r̃≤s̃,
˜ if r̃(e)≥s̃(e), for all e ∈ E,
(ii) r̃≥s̃
˜ if r̃(e)<s̃(e), for all e ∈ E,
(iii) r̃<s̃
˜ if r̃(e)>s̃(e), for all e ∈ E.
(iv) r̃>s̃
Definition 2.9 ([5, 2]). A soft set (F, E) over X is said to be a soft point, if there
is exactly one e ∈ E, such that F (e) = {x} for some x ∈ X and F (é) = ∅ for all
é ∈ E/ {e} . It will be denoted by x̃e .
Definition 2.10 ([5, 2]). Two soft points x̃e , ỹé are said to be soft equal, if e = é
and F (e) = F (é), i.e., x = y. Thus x̃e 6= ỹé ⇔ x 6= y or e 6= é.
Proposition 2.11 ([5, 2]). The union of any collection of soft points can be considered as a soft set and every soft set can be expressed as a union of all soft points
belonging to it;
(F, E) =
∪ x̃e .
x̃e ∈(F,E)

Definition 2.12 ([13]). Let τ be a collection of soft sets over X. Then τ is said to
be a soft topology on X, if
(i) Φ, X̃ belong to τ,
(ii) The union of any number of soft sets in τ belongs to τ,
(iii) The intersection of any two soft sets in τ belongs to τ .
The triplet (X, τ, E) is called a soft topological space over X. Every member of
τ is called soft open set.
Definition 2.13 ([6]). Let (X, τ, E) be a soft topological space over X. A soft set
(F, E) in (X, τ, E) is called a soft neighborhood of the soft point x̃e ∈ (F, E), if there
exists a soft open set (G, E) such that x̃e ∈ (G, E) ⊂ (F, E).
Definition 2.14 ([6]). Let (X, τ, E) and (Y, τ́ , E) be two soft topological spaces,
f : (X, τ, E) → (Y, τ́ , E) be a mapping. For each soft neighborhood (H, E) of f (x̃e )
333
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, if there exists a soft neighborhood (F, E) of x̃e such that f ((F, E)) ⊂ (H, E), then
f is said to be a soft continuous mapping at x̃e .
If f is a soft continuous mapping for all x̃e , then it is called a soft continuous
mapping.

Let X̃ be the absolute soft set and SP (X̃) be the collection of all soft points of
X̃ and R(E)∗ denote the set of all non-negative soft real numbers.
Definition 2.15 ([5]). A mapping d˜ : SP (X̃) × SP (X̃) → R(E)∗ is said to be a
soft metric on the soft set X̃ if d˜ satisfies the following conditions:
˜ e , ỹe )≥
˜ 0̄, for all x̃e1 , ỹe2 ∈ SP (X̃),
(M1) d(x̃
1
2
˜
(M2) d(x̃e1 , ỹe2 ) = 0̄ if and only if x̃e1 = ỹe2 ,
˜ e , ỹe ) = d(ỹ
˜ e , x̃e ), for all x̃e , ỹe ∈ SP (X̃),
(M3) d(x̃
1
2
2
1
1
2
˜ e , z̃e )≤
˜ e , ỹe ) + d(ỹ
˜ e , z̃e ).
˜ d(x̃
(M4) For all x̃e1 , ỹe2 , z̃e3 ∈ SP (X̃), d(x̃
1
3
1
2
2
3
The soft set X̃ with a soft metric d˜ on X̃ is called a soft metric space and denoted
˜ E).
by (X̃, d,
˜
Definition 2.16 ([5]). Let (X̃,
n d, E) be a soft metric
o space and ε̃ be a non-negative
˜
˜
soft real number. B(x̃e , ε̃) = ỹé ∈ X̃ : d(x̃e , ỹé )<ε̃
⊂ SP (X̃) is called a soft open
n
o
˜ e , ỹé )≤ε̃
˜
ball with center x̃e and radius ε̃ and B [x̃e , ε̃] = ỹé ∈ X̃ : d(x̃
⊂ SP (X̃) is
called a soft closed ball with center x̃e and radius ε̃.

Definition 2.17 ([5]). Let x̃nen be a sequence of soft points in a soft metric space

˜ E). The sequence x̃n is said to be convergent in (X̃, d,
˜ E) if there is a soft
(X̃, d,
en
n
˜
point ỹe∗ ∈ X̃ such that d(x̃
en , ỹe∗ ) → 0̄ as n → ∞. (The necessary and sufficient
condition for convergence is xn → y and en → e∗ as n → ∞,where xn is a sequence
in X, en is a sequence of parameters and y ∈ X , e∗ ∈ E. )
Theorem 2.18 ([5]). Limit of a sequence in a soft metric space, if exists, is unique.

Definition 2.19 ([5]). (Cauchy Sequence). A sequence x̃nen of soft points in
˜ E) is considered as a Cauchy sequence in X̃ if corresponding to every ε̃>
˜ 0̄,
(X̃, d,
i
j ˜
i
j
˜
˜
∃m ∈ N such that d(x̃ei , ỹej )<ε̃ for all i, j ≥ m, i.e. d(x̃ei , ỹej ) → 0̄ as i, j → ∞.
˜ E) is
Definition 2.20 ([5]). (Complete Metric Space). A soft metric space (X̃, d,
called complete soft metric space, if every Cauchy sequence in X̃ converges to some
˜ E) is called incomplete soft metric space if
point of X̃. The soft metric space (X̃, d,
it is not complete.
˜ E) be a soft metric space. A function (f, ϕ) :
Definition 2.21 ([16]). Let (X̃, d,
˜ E) → (X̃, d,
˜ E) is called a soft contraction mapping, if there exists a soft real
(X̃, d,
˜ <
˜ 1̃ (R(E), denotes the soft real numbers set) such that for
number α̃ ∈ R(E), 0̃≤α̃
˜
˜ e , ỹe0 ).
˜ d(x̃
˜
every soft points x̃e , ỹe0 ∈SP (X̃), we have d((f,
ϕ)(x̃e ), (f, ϕ)(ỹe0 ))≤α̃
334
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3. Compact sets in soft metric spaces
In this section we introduce soft sequential compact metric space and totally
bounded soft metric space. Furthermore, we present some important properties
about these spaces.

Definition 3.1. Let x̃nen be a soft sequence of soft points in a soft metric space

˜ E). A subsequence of the soft sequence x̃n is a soft sequence of the form
(nX̃, d,
en
o

x̃nenk , where x̃kek is a strictly increasing soft sequence of natural numbers and
k
k ∈ N.

Definition 3.2. Let x̃nen be a sequence of soft points in a soft metric space

˜ E). A soft point x̃e ∈ X̃ is a cluster soft point of the soft sequence x̃n if
(X̃, d,
en
for every soft neighborhood (F, E) of x̃e and for every n ∈ N there exists a m ≥ n
such that x̃m
em ∈ (F, E), where m ∈ N.
˜ E) be a soft metric space. (X̃, d,
˜ E) is called a soft
Definition 3.3. Let (X̃, d,
sequential compact metric space, if every soft sequence has a soft subsequence that
converges in X̃.
˜ E) be a soft metric space. If (X̃, d,
˜ E) is a soft sequenProposition 3.4. Let (X̃, d,
˜
tial compact metric space, then (X, de ) is a sequential compact metric space for each
e ∈ E, where E is a countable set. Here d˜e stands for the metric for only parameter
e and thus (X, d˜e ) is a crisp metric space.
Proof. Let {xn } be any sequence in (X, d˜e ) for each e ∈ E. Then the sequence
{xn } is written as {xne } in soft metric space. The sequence {xne } has soft convergent
subsequence as {xne k }. This means that the subsequence {xnk } of {xn } converges in
(X, d˜e ).

The converse of the Proposition 3.4 may not be true in general. This is shown by
the following example.
Example 3.5. Let E = N, X = [0, 1] and let soft metric d˜ be defined as follows:
˜ e , ỹé ) = |e − é| + |x − y| ,
d(x̃
where N is a natural number set. It is clear that (X, d˜n
compact
e ) is a sequential
 o
1 n
metric space for each e ∈ E. However, the soft sequence
does not have
2k e
n

k,n

˜ E).
a convergent soft subsequence in (X̃, d,
˜ E) be a soft metric space. Then (X̃, d,
˜ E) is a soft
Proposition 3.6. Let (X̃, d,
sequential compact metric space if and only if every infinite soft set has a soft cluster
point.

Proof. (⇒): Let (F, E) be an infinite soft set and nx̃nen obe a soft sequence
in
n
o
 n
nk
nk
(F, E). Then x̃en has a convergent soft subsequence x̃en . Assume that x̃en
k
k
converges to a soft point z̃e0 . Since
n
o
Φ 6= B (z̃e0 , ε̃) ∩ x̃nenk ⊂ B (z̃e0 , ε̃) ∩ (F, E),
k
335
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z̃e0 is a soft cluster
point in (F, E).


(⇐): Let x̃nen be an arbitrary soft sequence. If x̃nen is finite,
then there exist

a fixed convergent subsequence of the soft sequence. If we take x̃nen = (F, E), then
x̃nen is a soft set. According to the condition, this soft set has a soft cluster point
as z̃e0 . Since
B (z̃e0 , ε̃) ∩ (F, E) 6= Φ,
n
o
˜ 0̄. Thus the soft subsequence
we choose x̃nenk ∈B (z̃e0 , ε̃) ∩ (F, E) for each ε̃>
k
n
o
x̃nenk converges to z̃e0 .

k

˜ E) be a soft metric space and (S, E) be a soft set of soft
Definition 3.7. Let (X̃, d,
points. If X̃ ⊂
∪ B (x̃e , ε̃) is satisfied, then (S, E) is said to be a soft ε̃−net in
x̃e ∈(S,E)

˜ E).
(X̃, d,
˜ E) be a soft metric space. If for each ε̃>
˜ 0̄ there exists a
Definition 3.8. Let (X̃, d,
˜
˜ E) is said to be totally bounded soft metric
finite soft ε̃−net of (X̃, d, E),then (X̃, d,
space.
˜ E) be a a soft metric space and (S, E) be a soft set of
Definition 3.9. Let (X, d,
˜ E) is defined by:
soft points. The diameter of a non-empty soft set in (X, d,
n
o
˜ (S, E) .
d˜((S, E)) = Sup d˜(x̃e , ỹe0 ) : x̃e , ỹe0 ∈
˜ E) be a totally bounded soft metric space and (A, E) be an
Lemma 3.10. Let (X̃, d,
˜ 0̄ there exists an infinite soft set (B, E) ⊂ (A, E)
infinite soft set. Then for each ε̃>
˜
˜
such that d((B,
E))<ε̃.
˜ E) is a totally bounded soft metric space,
˜ 0̄ be arbitrary. Since (X̃, d,
Proof. Let ε̃>

there exists a finite soft ε̃−net as H̃ = x̃1e1 , x̃2e2 , ..., x̃nen . Hence, we have X̃ =


n
n
∪ B x̃iei , ε̃ and Ã = ∪ B x̃iei , ε̃ ∩ (A, E) is obtained. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, at least one
i=1
i=1

n
of the soft sets Ã = ∪ B x̃iei , ε̃ ∩ (A, E) must have infinite elements. If we denote
i=1
˜
˜
this set by (B, E) , it is clear that d((B,
E))<ε̃.

˜ E) be a soft metric space. (X̃, d,
˜ E) is a totally bounded
Theorem 3.11. Let (X̃, d,
soft metric space if and only if every soft sequence has a soft Cauchy subsequence in
X̃.

˜ E) be a totally bounded soft metric space and x̃n be
Proof. (⇒): Let (X̃, d,
en
 n
any soft sequence.
If
(A,
E)
=
x̃
is
finite,
the
proof
is
completed.
Assume
en

that (A, E) = x̃nen is infinite. From the Lemma 3.10, there exists an infinite soft
˜ 1 , E))<
˜ 1̄.We choose the number n1 ∈ N such
set (B1 , E) ⊂ (A, E) such that d((B
n1
that x̃en1 ∈ (B1 , E). If we apply the Lemma 3.10 to (B1 , E), we obtain an infinite
˜ 1 , E))<
˜ e12 . Here we take the number n2 > n1 such
(B2 , E) ⊂ (B1 , E) such that d((B
n
o
that x̃nen22 ∈ (B2 , E). Thus we get the soft subsequence x̃nenk .
k
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Now, let us show that the sequence

n
o
x̃nenk
is a soft Cauchy subsequence. For
k

1 ˜
nk
nm
˜ 0̄, we choose the number k0 such that f
arbitrary ε̃>
k0 <ε̃. Then since x̃enk , x̃enm
˜ 0,
˜ (Bk0 , E) for each k, m≥k
∈

 f
1
˜ <ε̃
˜
d˜ x̃nenk , x̃nenmm <
k
k0
n
o
is satisfied. This means that x̃nenk is soft Cauchy subsequence.
k
˜ E) is not totally bounded soft metric space. In this case,
(⇐): Assume that (X̃, d,
˜ E) has not a finite soft ε̃0 −net, for some ε̃0 >
˜ 0̄. Let x̃1e1 ∈ X̃ be an arbitrary
(X̃, d,

2
˜ 0.
soft point. Then there can be found a soft point x̃e2 ∈ X̃ such that d˜ x̃1e1 , x̃2e2 ≥ε̃
 1 2
3
Since the soft set x̃e1 , x̃e2 is not an ε̃0 −net, there is a soft point x̃e3 ∈ X̃ such
that


˜ 0 , d˜ x̃2e , x̃3e ≥ε̃
˜ 0.
d˜ x̃1e1 , x̃3e3 ≥ε̃
2
3



˜ 0 , for all i, j. It is
Thus we form a soft sequence x̃kek such that d˜ x̃iei , x̃jej ≥ε̃
 k
clear that x̃ek has not a soft Cauchy subsequence which contradicts the fact that
every soft sequence has a soft Cauchy subsequence given in the assumption.


˜ E) be a soft metric space. (X̃, d,
˜ E) is a soft sequential
Theorem 3.12. Let (X̃, d,
˜
compact metric space if and only if (X̃, d, E) is both complete and totally bounded
soft metric space.
˜
Proof. (⇒): Let
 (X̃, d, E) be a soft sequential compact metric space. Then every
soft sequence x̃nen has a soft subsequence that converges in X̃. Since the soft
˜ E) is
subsequence is a soft Cauchy sequencein X̃, then by the Theorem 3.11 (X̃, d,
n
˜ E)
totally bounded soft metric space. If x̃en is a soft Cauchy sequence in (X̃, d,
 n
˜ E)
and x̃en has a convergent soft subsequence, then it is also convergent, i.e.(X̃, d,
is a complete soft metric space.
˜
space and
 n(⇐): Let (X̃, d, E) be a complete and totally bounded soft metric 
˜ E) is totally bounded, x̃n has
x̃en be an arbitrary soft sequence. Since (X̃, d,
en
˜ E) is complete soft metric space, the soft
a soft Cauchy subsequence. Since (X̃, d,
˜ E) is a soft sequential compact metric
Cauchy subsequence converges. Then (X̃, d,
space.

˜ E) be a soft metric space and a family U be a soft open
Definition 3.13. Let (X̃, d,
˜ E). A number ε̃>
˜ 0̄ is called a Lebesque number of U, if for each soft
cover of (X̃, d,
˜
point x̃e ∈ X̃ , there exists (F, E) ∈ U such that B(x̃e , ε̃)⊂(F,
E) for all soft points
x̃e ∈ X̃.
˜ E) is a soft sequentially compact metric space, then
Proposition 3.14. If (X̃, d,
every soft open cover in X̃ has a Lebesque number.
Proof. Assume that soft open cover U has not a Lebesque number. Then for any n

1
˜
and for each (F, E) ∈ U there exists a soft sequence x̃nen , where B x̃nen , e
n ⊂(F, E)
 n
is not satisfied. Thus, we obtain a soft sequence x̃en satisfying the above condition.
337
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 n
˜
Since (X̃,
n d, E)
o is a soft sequential compact metric space, x̃en has a soft subsequence x̃nenk converging to x̃e . Let x̃e ∈ (F, E) ∈ U. Since (F, E) is soft open set,
k



n
o

e2 such that B x̃ , e2 ⊂(F,
E). Also since x̃nenk
there is soft open ball B x̃e , m
e m ˜
k


e2 , whenever
converges to x̃e , there exists a number k0 , such that x̃nenk ∈B x̃e , m
k
k≥k0 . We take the number k ≥ k0 as nk ≥ m. Then
!
!
f
f
1
2
nk
˜
˜
B x̃en ,
⊂B
⊂(F,
E) ∈ U
x̃e ,
k n
m
k
is obtained and this contradicts with the choice of the soft point x̃nenk .



k

˜ E) be a soft metric space. Then the following statements
Theorem 3.15. Let (X̃, d,
are equivalent:
˜ E) is soft compact metric space,
(1) (X̃, d,
˜ E) is soft sequential compact metric space.
(2) (X̃, d,
˜ E) be a soft compact metric space but not a soft seProof. (1)⇒(2): Let (X̃, d,
quential compact metric space. Then there is an infinite soft set Ã which does
˜ E). Thus there is a soft number rx̃ such that
not have a cluster point in (X̃, d,
 e
c

B (x̃e , rx̃e ) ∩ Ã = {x̃e } for all x̃e ∈ Ã. A family {B (x̃e , rx̃e )}x̃e ∈Ã ∪ Ã is a soft
˜ E) and this soft open cover has not a finite soft subcover. But
open cover in (X̃, d,
˜ E) is not soft compact metric space, which is a contradiction.
this implies (X̃, d,
˜ E) be a soft sequential compact metric space and U be any
(2)⇒(1): Let (X̃, d,
˜ E). Then by Proposition 3.14, U has a Lebesque number
soft open cover in (X̃, d,
˜
˜ E) has finite
˜ 0̄. Since (X̃, d, E) is totally bounded soft metric space, then (X̃, d,
ε̃>
 1 2
ε
n
e −net as x̃ , x̃ , ..., x̃
en . For each k = 1, 2, ..., n
e2
e1
3
 

f
ε
k e
˜
˜ 2ε <ε̃
˜
d B x̃ek ,
≤
3
3


˜ k , E) ∈ U. Since
is satisfied. Then we obtain a soft set B x̃kek , e3ε ⊂(F


n
n
e
ε
˜ ∪ (Fk , E),
X̃ = ∪ B x̃kek ,
⊂
k=1
k=1
3

˜ E) is a soft compact metric space.
(X̃, d,



Definition 3.16. Let (X̃, d˜1 , E1 ) and (Ỹ , d˜2 , E2 ) be two soft metric spaces. The
mapping (f, ϕ) : (X̃, d˜1 , E1 ) → (Ỹ , d˜2 , E2 ) is called soft uniformly continuous map˜ 0̄, there exists a δ̃ >
˜ 0̄ (δ̃ depending only
ping, if given any ε̃>
 on ε̃) such thatfor any
˜ δ̃ satisfied then d˜2 fg
˜
soft point x̃e , ỹé ∈X̃ when d˜1 (x̃e , ỹé ) <
(x)ϕ(e) , fg
(y)ϕ(é) <ε̃.
˜
Proposition 3.17. If (f, ϕ)
, d˜2 , E2 ) is a soft uniformly con : (X̃,d1 , E1 ) → (Ỹ 
˜
˜
tinuous mapping, then f : X, d1e → Y, d2ϕ(e) is also a uniformly continuous
mapping for each e ∈ E.
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Proof. The proof is straightforward.



The converse of the Proposition 3.17 may not be true in general. This is shown
by the following example.
Example 3.18. Let E = R be a parameter set and X = R2 . Consider usual metrics
˜ e , ỹe0 ) = |e − e0 | + d(x, y). Then if we
on this sets and define soft metric on X̃ by d(x̃
˜ E) → (X̃, d,
˜ E) as follows:
define the soft mapping (f, ϕ) : (X̃, d,
 
1
(f, ϕ)(x̃e ) =
x
,
2 3e
then

!
! !
√
g
g
1
1
2
0,
,
,0
,
=3+
2
2
2
6
3
    
√
f0
f1 , 1,
= 1 + 2.
d˜ 0,



f1)2 , (f, ϕ)(1,
f0)1 = d˜
d˜ (f, ϕ)(0,

√

2
2

2

√

1

Since 3 +
> 1 + 2, we see that the soft mapping (f, ϕ) is not a soft contraction
mapping and thus it is not uniformly continuous. On the other hand, the mapping
fe : (X, de ) → (X, d3e ) is a uniformly continuous mapping for all e ∈ E.
Theorem 3.19. If (f, ϕ) : (X̃, d˜1 , E1 ) → (Ỹ , d˜2 , E2 ) is a soft continuous mapping
and (X̃, d˜1 , E1 ) is soft sequentially compact metric space, then (f, ϕ) is a soft uniformly continuous mapping.
Proof. Since (X̃, d˜1 , E1 ) is a soft sequentially compact metric space, it is also soft
˜ 0̄
compact metric space. Since (f, ϕ) is a soft continuous mapping, for any ε̃>
˜
and for any soft point x̃e there exists a soft number δ̃ (x̃e ) >0̄ such that for ev˜
˜ δ̃(x̃e ),o where we have
ery soft point ỹé that
 satisfies the condition d1 (x̃ne , ỹé) <2
˜ eε . Then the family U = B x̃e , δ̃(x̃e )
<
d˜2 fg
(x)
, fg
(y)
is a soft
ϕ(e)

ϕ(é)

2

x̃e ∈X̃

open cover in (X̃, d˜1 , E1 ). Since (X̃, d˜1 , E1 )nis asoft compact
metric space, this soft
o

1
1
.
open cover has a finite soft subcover such as B x̃e1 , δ̃ x̃e1 , ..., B x̃nen , δ̃ x̃nen
Let us take
n

o
δ̃ = min δ̃ x̃1e1 , ..., δ̃ x̃nen .
˜ X̃ such that d˜1 (x̃e , z̃é ) <
˜ δ̃ . Assume that
Now consider
onlytwo soft points x̃e , z̃é ∈



i
i
i
i
˜
˜ δ̃(x̃ei ) and
ỹe ∈B x̃ei , δ̃ x̃ei , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then d1 ỹe , x̃ei <



˜ d˜1 (z̃é , ỹe ) + d˜1 ỹe , x̃ie <
˜ δ̃ x̃ie
˜ δ̃ + δ̃(x̃iei )≤2
d˜1 z̃é , x̃iei ≤
i
i
is satisfied. Since (f, ϕ) is a soft continuous mapping at the soft point x̃iei ,

 e

 e
ε
ε
˜ and d˜2 fg
˜ .
d˜2 fg
(y)ϕ(e) , f]
(xi )ϕ(ei ) <
(z)ϕ(é) , f]
(xi )ϕ(ei ) <
2
2
Thus,






˜ d˜2 fg
˜
d˜2 fg
(y)ϕ(e) , fg
(z)ϕ(é) ≤
(y)ϕ(e) , f]
(xi )ϕ(ei ) + d˜2 f]
(xi )ϕ(ei ) , fg
(z)ϕ(é) <ε̃.
Consequently, (f, ϕ) is a soft uniformly continuous mapping.
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4. Conclusion
The soft set theory that was proposed by Molodtsov offers a general mathematical
tool for dealing with uncertain and vague objects. Many researchers have contributed
towards the topologization of soft set theory. This study contributes some important
theorems on soft sequential compact metric spaces. Later we give the concepts of
ε̃−net and totally bounded soft metric spaces. We continue to investigate some
important properties of totally bounded soft metric spaces. Finally we introduce the
concepts of Lebesque number for soft sets and soft uniformly continuous mapping
and investigate some theorems in detail. Throughout our investigations we see that
there is no meaningful difference between the crisp case and soft topology in terms
of soft compact sets in soft metric spaces.
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